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Abstract. This work presents an alternative approach for developing computa-
tional thinking: the graph grammars. As the first step, the idea of computational
thinking is systematically reviewed, discussed and has an interdisciplinary con-
cept of three overlapping perspectives proposed: the use of the products, meth-
ods and/or impacts of computer science. Many related terms are individually ex-
plored in order to clarify what is in the range of computational thinking. The se-
lection of the terms draws on a systematic literature review that sheds a light on
the most commonly addressed terms in the literature. Based on that, a model of
six major computational thinking lines is proposed, exploring the following abil-
ities and their related skills: abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic thinking,
data management, automation and evaluation. A formal and visual language,
the graph grammar, is introduced, formally defined and explored, discussing
its relations with computational thinking skills. It is highlighted the central
use of abstraction and pattern recognition, as well as the different paradigm of
algorithms in graph grammars, given that they are naturally parallel. An ed-
ucational game and a game engine are developed and presented as examples
of graph grammars to promote computational thinking. The educational game
is a digital version of a turn-based strategy board game based on graph gram-
mars. It is highlighted that the digital version turned explicit and reinforced the
learning of a key process of graph grammars: the match, a mapping between
graphs that enables the application of a graph transformation rule. A player
experience and usability questionnaire answered by the participants shows they
do not perceived learning, despite fully managing graph grammars for the first
time, through playing the game. A game engine to create, edit and run graph
grammar based games is developed to power this approach beyond merely run-
ning pre-made educational tools, allowing students to build their own graph
grammars. As final products, a comprehensive framework to develop and assess
computational thinking through graph grammars is theoretically grounded and
made available by the developed educational tools. [Silva Junior et al. 2020]
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